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GAMESPARK Announces New Licensing Plans For United States
Gamespark announces expanded licensing programs for the United States. The Gamespark brand has a
long running rich history since the year 1999 when it was among the pioneers in multi player chat and
game play.
SEATTLE - Feb. 23, 2019 - PRLog -- Gamespark is pleased to announce they commenced expansion of
their new licensing program for the United States. The Gamespark brand has a rich history since the year
1999 when it was among the pioneers in social networking, and online social game play. Since 1999
Gamespark has been connecting online video game players all over the world via its advanced chat and
game play platform. Now the brand is quickly growing, and bringing a fresh generation of entrepreneurs
into the fold. Given the new talent joining the group, management is strongly optimistic in its growth
efforts to promote areas of game design and education, and partnerships with schools, advertisers and
licensees.
"The new licensing plans being introduced allow Gamespark to grow in all aspects as we continue to
expand our operations around the globe," says Alex M., operations manager. "Our company's mission is to
provide the highest level of value-added services to our game players, advertisers, and game development
partners. In addition, we are in the midst of hiring educators for the Gamespark school programs which we
are very excited about, as this will create a the future generation of Gamespark enthusiasts."
Gamespark is the original leader in leveraging social networking capabilities to connect the gaming
community to established local, national, and international resources. The new licensing plans offer a
highly diversified economic and services environment for Gamespark to grow as the leading gaming hub,
by providing an opportunity for entrepreneurs to become a part of the branded network.
About The Company
The company and owners behind the famous GAMESPARK™ brand are proud to be building on its long
heritage as a very well known site where you can chat and play with other people all over the world, or buy
and sell games and gaming gear. We look forward to having you join our community and co-create
something fun with us at http://www.gamespark.com.
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